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A crucial question within science and academia, and cognitive science specifically, is whether there is gender disparity in opportunity and advancement over the professional life span (e.g., Ceci, Ginder, Kahn, & Williams, 2014; Geraci, Balais, & Busch, 2015; Valian, 1998). To investigate this question, we analyzed gender distributions in publicly available federal funding data from the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council (NSERC) of Canada that are specific to cognitive psychology and cognitive neuroscience. There were three key results. First, the proportion of women cognitive scientists progressively diminished at each career stage, particularly at the transition between graduate and postdoctoral studies. Second, female principal investigators (PI) received smaller average Discovery Grant amounts and were less likely to receive Discovery Accelerator Supplements as a proportion of all Discovery Grants funded. Finally, at the PI level, gender differences were relatively smaller for institution-initiated grants (i.e., Canada Research Chairs) versus investigator-initiated grants (i.e., Discovery Grants). It is our hope that presentation of such data, in concert with other recent reports for our field (e.g., Klatzky, Holt, & Behrmann, 2015; Petelle, 2015; Vaid & Geraci, 2016), continues to raise awareness that gender parity issues remain a concern that deserves ongoing attention within the field of cognitive science in Canada.

Public Significance Statement
Using publicly available NSERC funding data, this study shows evidence of a “leaky pipeline” for women scientists within Canadian cognitive science. There are more NSERC-funded women than men undergraduate and graduate students over the past several years, however, at the postdoctoral stage and independent investigator stage, there are fewer women than men for the same timeframe. Moreover, at the independent investigator stage, average grant amounts were lower for women, and women were less likely to receive special supplemental amounts for their grants. Gender effects were reduced for institution-initiated versus investigator-initiated grants.
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An important question for modern cognitive science is whether there is gender disparity in opportunity and advancement over the professional life span (Ceci et al., 2014; Geraci et al., 2015; Valian, 1998). Certainly, attitudes about women’s career roles in STEM (i.e., science, technology, engineering, & medicine), and educa-
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the influence of implicit gender schemas on everyday behavior (Vallian, 1998). However, varied sources of evidence indicate that academia has not attained gender parity (Cuddiff, 2012; Hill, Corbett, & St Rose, 2010; Duch et al., 2012; Kite et al., 2001; Morawski & Agronick, 1991), even within disciplines viewed as "feminized," such as psychology (e.g., Vaid & Geraci, 2016). These sources include data on hiring and salary, lab space allocation, service demands, teaching evaluations, and other objective signifiers of academic success (see annotated bibliography of Savonic & Davidson, 2017). Thus, for reasons both historic and current, women occupy fewer positions of leadership or distinction than men, despite making up half or more of bachelor’s degree recipients in cognitive psychology (Monroe & Chiu, 2010; Vaid & Geraci, 2016). This situation is potentially more concerning for women who have other intersecting aspects of their identity (e.g., race, class, ethnicity, sexuality, and disability; Gonzales, Blandon, & Williams, 2002; Johnson, 2007; Savonic & Davidson, 2017).

Attrition of women from academia at consecutive professional stages (the "leaky pipeline" or "vanish box") arguably results from, and contributes to, a system that underrepresents and fails to recognize women’s accomplishments (Etzkowitz & Ranga, 2011; Monroe & Chiu, 10; Shields, 1975; Vaid & Geraci, 2016). As a consequence, an absence of women at the top iteratively impacts women who are beginning their academic careers and looking for senior role models and mentorship opportunities (Rosser, 2014; Sanders, Wiltenssen, & Millar, 2009).

Evidence of a leaky pipeline has catalyzed calls to action globally such as Science Minister Kirsty Duncan’s campaign to increase the representation of women within Canadian Science at its highest levels (Rabson, 2017). For example, Minister Duncan has expressed concerns that approximately 30% of Canada Research Chairs (CRC) recipients (a program intended to boost recruitment and retention of the brightest and best Canadian academics) have gone to women over the program’s lifetime of 16 years. She consequently proposed policy changes aimed at increasing diversity (e.g., recently introducing renewal limits for senior CRC positions to increase turnover), which have occasionally been countered in the popular press by the argument that policy remediation conflicts with the tenets of a “fair” meritocratic society.

Along these lines, a recent Montreal Gazette editorial argued that any policy-based step to address gender parity “undermines true meritocracy”, and “demonstrates that they [the government] care more about the identities of those being awarded the position than they do applicants’ track records and the impact factor of their research—of which scientists are constantly fixated” (Nykfyoriak, 2017). However, missing from this argument is that universities carefully curate who is nominated for CRC opportunities (a point to which we later return). Thus, the percentage of women “applicants” is not necessarily applicant-driven, nor is the self-selection of women for other applicant-driven positions independent of structural issues within academe.

Indeed, confusion can arise when investigating the nuanced notion of gender parity within academia, an issue that we believe can only be remedied by greater availability of objective, transparent, and carefully interpreted data on the subject. To this end, we examined leaky pipeline concerns using publicly available funding data within our own fields, cognitive psychology and cognitive neuroscience, which have recently received attention in this regard (e.g., Klatzky et al., 2015; Peele, 2016; Vaid & Geraci, 2016). Here, we operationalize the leaky pipeline metaphor as reflecting the presumed shift from a large number of women undergraduate degree recipients in psychology, to a relatively smaller number of graduate students and postdocs, to an even smaller number of early career professors and senior professors.

With respect to the leaky pipeline, most evidence of gender imbalance has traditionally relied on a patchwork of data sources, examining individual snapshots along the professional life span, without full contiguity across the various stages in one academic ecosystem. As Canadian cognitive psychologists, we have the unique opportunity to conduct more comprehensive analyses on the allocation of federal funding from agencies like the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council (NSERC), which vitally supports a large proportion of cognitive science research over the entire professional life span, ranging from the undergraduate to senior career stages. As well, the distribution of federal funding may be somewhat more immune to interpersonal factors that can impact the hiring of faculty (Moss-Racusin, Dovidio, Brescoll, Graham, & Handelsman, 2012; Reuben, Sapienza, & Zingales, 2014, although see Witteman, Hendrickx, Strauss, & Tannenbaum, 2017).

Thus, the present paper offers an analysis of gender distributions in publicly available federal funding data from NSERC that are specific to cognitive psychology/neuroscience. To the extent that the leaky pipeline metaphor applies to women in cognitive science within Canada, we would expect the proportion of women to men who receive NSERC funding at different professional stages to progressively diminish over the professional life span.

Method

We used the searchable NSERC Award Database (http://www.nserc-crsng.gc.ca/ase-coro/index_eng.asp). This database provides the names and award details (funds awarded, subject area, grant titles) of successful applicants to all NSERC programs. We analyzed NSERC undergraduate student awards, graduate student awards, postdoctoral awards, Discovery Grants, Discovery Accelerator Supplements, and the Canada Research Chairs program. To limit our analyses to cognitive psychology/neuroscience in the past several years, we took the following steps. First, we restricted the analysis window to the past 7 years for all programs (2009–2016), except for the Canada Research Chairs Awards for which we analyzed the program’s lifetime (2001–2016). We also restricted the subject search to: behavioral neuroscience, behavioral neuroscience (learning), behavioral neuroscience (reward, motivation), cognitive science (development), cognitive science (fundamental), cognitive science (language), cognitive science (other), motor systems and performance, psychology, sensory systems (auditory), sensory systems (visual), sensory systems and perception. We included all grants awarded in each year, and did not correct for multiyear awards. Thus, if a particular researcher received a 3-year grant in 2010, their data were included across the averages for 2010, 2011, and 2012. All de-identified data used in our analyses are available through the Open Science Foundation project (osf.io/sr964).

To classify applicant gender, we used the R package “gender” (Mullen, 2015). This package uses historical names databases to calculate the proportion of female and the proportion of male with each first name. We hand checked all outputs for accuracy, and
conducted follow-ups to find online profiles or websites to confirm applicant gender based on self-presentation and pronoun use when the package could not calculate a gender likelihood for a name, or if the proportions of female and male was close to equal for a name. In the overwhelming majority of cases, gender could be identified using these methods. In total, we excluded only 21 individuals (19 undergraduate applicants and 2 graduate applicants) out of our entire set of 7,134 observations. These methods did not account for nonbinary or gender fluid individuals.

Results

Undergraduate, Postgraduate, and Postdoctoral Awards

Student NSERC funding supports undergraduate summer research experiences, graduate fellowships at the masters and doctoral levels between 1 and 3 years, and postdoctoral fellowships for 1 to 2 years. Figure 1 presents the number of awards for our field as a function of gender at the undergraduate (USRA; left panel), graduate (middle panel, all programs combined), and postdoctoral (right panel, all programs combined) levels. Although one could argue that sample statistics are unnecessary as we present data for the entire population of award recipients for our field over these years, we performed a chi-square test of goodness-of-fit, collapsed across all years, to assess whether females (solid) and males (dashed) equally received NSERC awards at each student or trainee level. All chi-squared analyses rendered significant results: Females and males did not equally receive the Undergraduate awards, $\chi^2(2, N = 1524) = 82.23, p < .05$, the Graduate awards, $\chi^2(2, N = 1641) = 83.43, p < .05$, or the Postdoctoral awards, $\chi^2(2, N = 150) = 3.84, p < .05$. In sum, women obtained significantly more undergraduate and graduate awards, but significantly fewer postdoctoral awards. Moreover, it appears from Figure 1 that the ratio of women to men in number of Graduate and Postdoctoral Awards may have diminished over time, a point to which we return in the General Discussion.

Discovery Grants and Accelerator Supplements

Discovery Grants to principal investigators are the lifeblood of Canadian curiosity-driven science, particularly within our field. These grants are usually 5 years in duration and are said to fund research programs rather than research projects. Within cognitive psychology and cognitive neuroscience, principal investigators commonly apply for, and obtain, an initial Discovery Grant in their first year or two as faculty, and if they continue to be productive (i.e., to publish and train students, etc.), it is likely that they will continue to be funded every five years over the duration of their careers. At NSERC, the philosophy is to give moderate sized funding amounts to as many qualified researchers as possible. Accordingly, Discovery Grant amounts are largely a function of how a given grant is evaluated within any application cycle rather than the actual budget requested.

Figure 2 presents, for our field, the number of Discovery Grants awarded (left panel), the average grant amount (middle panel), and...
the proportion of awarded Discovery Grants that earned an “Accelerator Supplement” (awarded to applicants who show strong potential, and who are judged to have bold innovative research programs; right panel). Again, despite the fact that we present population rather than sample data and can thus interpret the counts directly, a chi-square test of goodness-of-fit revealed that women and men did not equally receive Discovery Grants, collapsed over all years, \( \chi^2(2, N = 3391) = 282.64, p < .05 \). An independent samples t-test revealed that females (\( M = \$30,891.63 \)) and males (\( M = \$34,628.63 \)) also significantly differ in the mean Discovery Grant amount, collapsed over all years; \( t(3034.5) = -7.36, p < .05 \). Finally, a chi-squared goodness-of-fit test revealed that women and men did not equally receive the Accelerator Supplements, collapsed over all years, \( \chi^2(2, N = 99) = 30.56, p < .05 \). Thus, women obtained significantly fewer Discovery Grants, had lower average awarded grant amounts, and were less likely to obtain Accelerator Supplements as a proportion of all Discovery Grants awarded within each year.

Canada Research Chair (CRC) Awards

The CRC program was introduced in 2001 to attract and retain leading researchers at Canadian academic institutions. They are institution-initiated grants intended for a named applicant. The senior Tier 1 CRCs are $200,000/year for 5 years, renewable indefinitely, and the junior Tier 2 CRCs are $100,000/year for 5 years, renewable only once (though the Canadian government has recently introduced term limits for senior Tier 1 CRCs going forward). The funding amounts are variably distributed within and across institutions, and are often a point of policy or negotiation within an institution. The bulk of each award generally defrays institutional salary costs for the named researcher in a manner that saves the institution resources, and individual researchers may also receive yearly research and salary stipends depending on how successfully they negotiated a particular package with their university or their department, or as a function of set policies within universities or departments.

Figure 3 presents population data for our field of the number of CRC awards at the senior Tier 1 level (Figure 3, left panel), at the junior Tier 2 level (middle panel), and collapsed over Tier 1 and 2 levels (right panel). Chi-square goodness-of-fit tests did not reveal a significant difference between females and males for Tier 1, \( \chi^2(2, N = 113) = 2.56, p = .11 \), or Tier 2 CRC, \( \chi^2(2, N = 217) = 1.33, p = .25 \). However, collapsed over all CRCs, the chi-squared goodness-of-fit test trended toward significance, \( \chi^2(2, N = 330) = 3.50, p = .061 \). In sum, compared to Discovery Grants and Accelerator Supplements, there was only weak evidence that women obtained fewer NSERC CRCs than men in the selected subject areas when collapsed over Tier 1 and 2 CRCs.

Discussion

In this paper, we analyzed the gender distribution of funding within a specific academic ecosystem, that is, within one subdiscipline (i.e., cognitive psychology/neuroscience), one period of time (i.e., past 7 years), and one nation (i.e., Canada). We discuss our main findings below.
Student Funding Data: The Pipeline Leaks Precipitously at the Postdoctoral Stage

At the undergraduate level, which arguably constitutes the baseline number of women and men entering the "pipeline" of our field, significantly more women than men were awarded NSERC funding to obtain a summer research experience, collapsed over the past 7 years. This is consistent with the standard view that women outnumber men in terms of psychology and cognitive science majors at the undergraduate level. Inspection of Figure 1, which depicts NSERC undergraduate research awards as a function of fiscal year, suggests that the magnitude of the gender difference was relatively stable over the past 7 years, although the total number of awards fluctuated. See also, Figure 4, which depicts the women to men funding ratio across all fiscal years that we evaluated, for each program.

Similarly, at the graduate student level, significantly more women than men graduate students were awarded NSERC scholarship funding overall. Of note, any female advantage in graduate student funding within cognitive science/neuroscience directly follows from the higher likelihood of female undergraduate majors in our field. However, inspection of Figures 1 and 4 suggests that the magnitude of the gender difference that advantaged women varied over the past 7 years, in that a female advantage was maximal in the first 3 fiscal years encompassing 2009–2012, compared to the past 4 fiscal years encompassing 2012–2016, where it appeared to be reduced. Of note, this potential difference over time did not match any changes happening at the undergraduate level.

At the very next career stage, significantly fewer women postdoctoral researchers were awarded NSERC funding. Here, inspection of Figures 2 and 4 suggests that gender differences changed over time, in that they were minimal in the first two fiscal years spanning 2009–2011, but were maximal in the past five fiscal years spanning 2011–2016, in a manner that disadvantaged women in later years (similar to graduate student awards). These data raise the possibility that a decreasing number of women funded at the graduate level (which reflects a consistently higher base rate of women over men among psychology/cognitive science majors) may be linked to the decreased number of women at the postdoctoral level over the same period of time. It is conceivable that a decreasing proportion of women obtaining NSERC graduate and postdoctoral awards over the past several years may be linked to the decreased proportion of new academic hires within top tier academic institutions in Canada who are women, which was 46.7% in 2006–2011 and dropped to 35.3% in 2012–2016 (Pennycook & Thompson, 2018).

Women Obtain Fewer Discovery Grants, Lower Grant Amounts, and a Smaller Proportion of Accelerator Supplements

Consistent with the trend emerging at the postdoctoral level, fewer women than men obtained Discovery Grants, their average
Figure 4. The ratio of women to men in number of grants awarded at each career stage for the fiscal years evaluated in this paper at each career stage. Values greater than 1 indicate a larger proportion of women to men; values less than 1 indicate a smaller proportion of women to men; values equal to 1 indicate gender parity. See the online article for the color version of this figure.

The grant amount was smaller, and as a percentage of funded Discovery Grant awards, women obtained fewer Accelerator Supplements than men. Recall, the Discovery Grant is the lifeblood of cognitive science/neuroscience researchers within Canada. Thus, an absence of gender parity at this level directly translates to reduced capacity in terms of a researcher’s ability to pay for student research assistants, participant compensation, research equipment, conference costs, or to engage in high-profile but costly research activities (e.g., collecting neuroimaging data). To the extent that women researchers are less likely to obtain Discovery Grant funding, or receive smaller funding amounts, their short term research prospects will be negatively impacted, which could later cascade to produce even greater gender differences in subsequent stages of their career (see also Frederickson, 2018, for public data from Ontario showing that NSERC funding amounts do not mitigate lower faculty salaries for women).

It is possible that gender differences in Discovery Grant amounts arise in part because women request lower funding amounts than men. We do not have access to those data; however, we speculate that such an effect would have minimal impact given that Discovery Grant funding amounts are tied to the quality bin assigned to each application during the evaluation process rather than to the funds requested. To illustrate, imagine a hypothetical applicant who requested a yearly budget of $50k/year. If this applicant was evaluated as “Strong” they might only be awarded $25k/year because this is the amount assigned to the “Strong” bin, irrespective of the $50k/year budget requested; if this applicant was evaluated as “Outstanding” they may fall into a quality bin that matches their requested budget; if this applicant was evaluated as “Exceptional” they would not get more than $50k/year even if that quality bin was associated with greater funding (e.g., $80k/year). Thus, for the most highly ranked “exceptional” grants, it is possible that women may have requested less than what their quality bin would allow, however, very few researchers likely fall into this elite category.

Similarly, we found that the percentage of Discovery Grant Accelerator Supplements, which provide researchers with an extra $120,000 over 3 years on top of their base Discovery Grant award amount, was lower for women than men. Of note, the decision to award a particular applicant an Accelerator Supplement is initiated by individual members of the evaluation committee; thus, there is no applicant-driven behavior that factors into this decision. Also of note, while NSERC proactively strives for their evaluation process to be as gender-neutral as possible (e.g., instructing reviewers that all discussions of applicants should use gender-neutral language, providing training on issues pertaining to bias in advance of the review process), the evaluation process for any peer-reviewed granting mechanism is never fully blind. Thus, to the extent that bias can creep into this process (for both female and male evaluators, e.g., Moss-Racusin et al., 2012), and women are less likely to have the opportunity to capitalize on such transformative career opportunities, this could very easily lay the groundwork for even greater gender disparities than already exist at the midcareer and senior end of the professional life span.

Another question raised by these data is whether gender differences vary over different topics of research within cognitive science in Canada. For example, in their analysis of the Canadian academic job market in our field, Pennycook and Thompson, 2018 found that the largest group of new hires between 2006 and 2016 to tenure track faculty positions in top tier institutions in Canada was comprised of male neuroscientists (35%). This was by far the largest percentage of any group, followed by female neuroscientists and male or female behavioral-only cognitive scientists (approximately 20% in each category). Within the NSERC funding data presented here, a variety of research areas were represented, including neuroscience, developmental, and cognitive grants. To
assess whether gender differences held constant over these research topics, we performed a series of keyword searches (keywords available through the Open Science Foundation project, osf.io/hr9f4) on Discovery Grant titles to semiautomatically sort awards into these three groups. We first devised a set of keywords to sort neuroscience grants from all other grants (brain, neural, etc.), along with a new set of keywords to sort developmental grants from the remaining grants (education, baby, children etc.), and then simply designated all remaining unsorted grants as “cognitive.”

Figure 5 presents gender differences as a function of topic of research, collapsed over years, for Discovery Grant counts, Discovery Grant average amounts, and proportion of Accelerator Supplements. As can be seen in Figure 5, from 2009 – 2016, women obtained relatively fewer neuroscience Discovery Grants and Accelerator Supplements than men compared to cognitive grants, although the average grant amounts were similar. Interestingly, however, the pattern shifted dramatically for developmental grants. Here, the ratio of women to men in number of awards was more favorable to women, as was the average funding amount. Further, there was no difference in the proportion of Accelerator Supplements awarded to women and men on developmental topics, which given the base rate of more grants overall to women than men, constituted a relative advantage to men. Thus, it appears that subfields of cognitive science are differentially gendered in a manner that conforms to stereotypical gender role expectations (i.e., women are relatively less likely to participate in the “hard” neurosciences and more likely to participate in developmental fields emphasizing “nurturing”). Even in the developmental field, however, it could be argued that women are proportionally less likely to benefit from special distinctions, such as Accelerator Supplements. Thus, participation in gender-consistent fields (i.e., development) appears to buffer against the disadvantage that women face in overall award amounts. Of course, the grant data for the development topics are based on very small numbers of applications and so those results should be interpreted with caution.

Gender Differences Are Less Pronounced for Institution-Initiated CRC Awards Than for Applicant-Initiated Discovery Grants

Interestingly, gender differences were less apparent when we analyzed CRC awards data for our field. When the number of all CRC awards was considered, there was a nonsignificant trend for men to outnumber women, however, there were no reliable differences when we analyzed the Tier 1 (senior) or Tier 2 (junior) CRCs individually (though again, given that we evaluated the entire population of grant recipients, a case could be made that statistics are unnecessary for interpreting raw counts). There are multiple reasons why the gender differences may have been less striking for the CRC awards compared to Discovery Grants, even though they draw from the same pool of applicants at any given point in time. First, the relatively fewer CRC awards we had to analyze may not afford sufficient statistical power for us to detect a small or moderate effect of gender. Consistent with this view are reports that across the entire CRC program, awards to men far exceeded those to women (70 vs. 30%), as noted in Minister Duncan’s public comments mentioned above.

Second, CRCs are typically institution-initiated to promote faculty hiring or retention, the former of which (i.e., hiring) is highly formalized usually having clearer guidelines regarding gender representation, whereas the latter (i.e., retention) is highly opaque and even idiosyncratic across departments and institutions, with
few formal guidelines. Indeed, many high quality researchers may go their entire careers without presenting a retention threat to their institutions, whereas at the other extreme, some researchers may regularly seek out competing offers, a difference which may itself be systematically related to gender. To investigate these issues further, it would be useful to have access to CRC award data (within our field or across all fields) broken out by whether a given CRC was awarded for the purpose of recruitment versus retention.

Third, our analysis of CRC award counts may be insufficient for detecting more hidden effects relating to how CRC awards are dispensed to institutions versus awardees. For example, we cannot determine how beneficial a CRC is to an individual researcher in terms of greater or lower salary stipends or research funding stipends. Such differences in how funds are allocated may vary across departments within an institute, although it is likely that over the lifetime of the program, institutions may have established more standardized guidelines for how the funds are used. To the extent that standardization of award dispensation is not the norm, and the provision of salary or research stipends are at institutional or departmental discretion or the negotiating process of individual awardees, the likelihood of gender disparities disadvantaging women scientists would presumably increase.

Finally, the overall success rate of NSERC Discovery Grants is 67%, whereas the overall success rate of CRCs is over 98%. Again, this highlights that institutions initiate the CRC application process for a small, hand-selected number of individuals and this leads to an almost perfect match between the number of submitted and awarded applications. In contrast, the number of submitted applications by definition exceeds the number of awarded applications for the Discovery Grants, given a 67% success rate. This leads to an additional concern (similar to that raised by the Montreal Gazette editorialist mentioned in the introduction) that gender differences arise simply because men apply for investigator-initiated grants (or other opportunities) more often than women, and that if one were to compute success rates (i.e., the number of funded awards divided by the number of submitted awards), gender differences would disappear.

Unfortunately, success rate data are unavailable from the public NSERC database (also unavailable are data pertaining to academic rank, which may play an important role). Interestingly, when NSERC does report success rates broken out by gender (e.g., presented at information meetings, online), they show very little by way of gender differences. However, crucial here is that a substantial number of people who apply for NSERC awards (approximately one third) fail to self-report gender to NSERC, a fact that NSERC fully acknowledges and wishes to remedy. Applicants may omit gender information for any number of reasons, such as having a gender fluid identity. However, applicants may also fail to self-report gender for reasons that systematically relate to ultimate funding outcomes (e.g., women applicants fearing they may be subjected to bias, or male applicants fearing rejection from institutions trying to fill diversity quotas). Thus, the interpretation of officially released success rates for women and men is challenging at best in the context of such a large proportion of missing data.

Without clear data about true success rates, critics channeling the Montreal Gazette editorial described earlier will likely continue to suggest that any indication of gender disparity is researcher-driven (i.e., women-driven), either because of limitations in competency (recall, the infamous Google memo questioning women in technology, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google%27s_Ideological_Echo_Chamber), or gomption (i.e., that women scientists are not as serious as men). Setting aside the caveats that such arguments do not necessarily apply to CRC awards data (which are less applicant-driven), or to average Discovery Grant award amounts, or the percentage of all funded Discovery Grants receiving an Accelerator Supplement, it is possible that the leaky pipeline partially arises because women scientists actively remove themselves from the pipeline over the professional life span. However, to the extent that this is even partially true, it remains essential to better understand the forces that cause women to do this, particularly given a baseline within our own field where there are substantially more funded women undergraduate and graduate students in the pipeline to start.

Gender Concerns within Cognitive Science More Broadly

Dovetailing with the situation in Canada is recent work for our field at large. For example, Vaid and Geraci (2016) investigated the representation and recognition of senior women cognitive psychologists by measuring the number of women journal editors and recipients of prestigious research awards. Similarly, a recent special issue of the prestigious journal Cognition, entitled “the Changing Face of Cognition” (February 2015), included 12 curated articles by 19 authors, of which only one author (a student coauthor) was female. In response, Klaczynski et al. (2015), three senior women cognitive psychologists, wrote a letter stating, “While the substantive content of the issue may persuade us that the face of cognition is changing, it appears that changes in gender distribution are not to be expected.” To the journal’s credit, this letter was rapidly published along with an editorial response stating, “I also agree that the most recent special issue did not include an adequate representation of women . . . the question remains what an appropriate proportion of women should be for our special issues.” Similar issues have arisen with respect to other aspects of professional success and visibility such as conference presenters, keynote and invited colloquia speakers within our field (e.g., Henderson, 2015; Nittouer et al., 2018; Peele, 2016), suggesting that the visibility of women in positions of leadership and influence continues to lag well behind that of men (Lerback & Hanson, 2017; Mandavilli, 2016). Importantly, the NSERC funding data we report here for our field within Canada suggest that what is considered an appropriate proportion of women could vary dramatically as a function of the stage of professional development one considers—the proportion of women entering the professional pipeline or the proportion of women surviving in the pipeline at the principal investigator stage.

This leads to larger questions about whether other forms of gender bias disadvantage women of childbearing age, create occupational demands that conflict with family care demands of both children or elders (which often disproportionately fall upon women), and make it more likely that women enter our partner’s career. There are also questions about similar forces occurring for women who defy the odds to obtain tenure track faculty positions, such as greater service expectations (Guarino & Borden, 2017), biased course evaluations (Boring, 2017; MacNeill, Driscoll, & Hunt, 2015), reduced mobility in confer-
ence travel due to family expectations, constraints on effective negotiation approaches, research self-promotion (Maliniak, Powers, & Walter, 2013), and the list goes on. Thus, it is possible that the masculine and rigid structure of academia has not caught up with progressive social movements of diversity and inclusion, and thus it demands more work from women to reach a level playing field with their male colleagues.

Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we empirically evaluated the leaky pipeline metaphor in the field of cognitive science for NSERC-funded individuals over the professional life span. We found that for our particular academic ecosystem within Canadian cognitive science, there is a substantial leakage of women scientists that begins at the postdoctoral level and continues through the independent investigator level. It is our hope that presentation of such data, in concert with other reports for our field (e.g., Klatsky et al., 2015; Peelle, 2016; Vaid & Geraci, 2016) continues to raise awareness that gender parity issues deserve further attention and redress within the field of cognitive science in Canada. We thus advocate for fundamental paradigm shifts in understanding gender and minorities through grassroots efforts in bringing awareness to this issue (see Women in Cognitive Science, http://womenincogsci.org; Women in Cognitive Science-Canada, https://www.csabbcs.org/wics), and conducting research on effective strategies against implicit bias alongside active measures toward equity by powerful institutions and organizations (e.g., Parker, Montieth, Moss-Racusin, & Van Camp, 2018). We are especially encouraged that funding agencies like NSERC have seriously incorporated these concerns into the fabric of the grant review and evaluation process. Such important proactive measures emphasize that strong leadership of this sort will impact how academic institutions and individual researchers shape policies that are crucial to success over the academic life span for all cognitive scientists, and to the overall health of our discipline.

Résumé

Une question cruciale au sein de la science et du milieu universitaire, et la science cognitive spécifiquement, est de savoir si il ya genre disparité de chances et d’avancement sur la durée de vie professionnelle (p. ex. ceci, Ginther, Kahn, & Williams, 2014; Geraci, Balsi, & Busch, 2015; Crovax, 1998). Pour enquêter sur cette question, nous avons analysé répartition des sexes dans les données du financement fédéral des sciences naturelles et du génie Conseil de recherches du Canada (CRSN) qui sont spécifiques à la psychologie cognitive et aux neurosciences cognitives. Il y a eu trois résultats clés. Premièrement, la proportion de femmes scientifiques cognitives a progressivement diminué à chaque étape de carrière, en particulier lors de la transition entre les études supérieures et postdoctorales. Deuxièmement, les femmes les chercheurs principaux (pi) ont reçu des subventions de découverte moyenne moindres et étaient moins susceptibles de recevoir Discovery Accelerator suppléments en proportion de toutes les subventions de découverte financées. Enfin, au niveau pi, les différences entre les sexes étaient relativement moindres pour les subventions engagées par les institutions (c-a-d. les chaires de recherche du Canada) versus subventions initiées par les chercheurs (c-a-d. subventions de découverte). Nous espérons que la présentation de ces données, de concert avec d’autres rapports récents pour notre domaine (p. ex., Klatsky, Holt, & Behrmann, 2015; Peelle, 2016; Vaid & Geraci, 2016), continue de sensibiliser le public à la question de la parité entre les sexes qui mérite une attention soutenue dans le domaine des sciences cognitives au Canada.

Mots-clés : sexe en sciences, psychologie cognitive, questions professionnelles, données de financement, pipeline perméable.
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